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Abstract—We consider the secure transmission of information
over power line communication (PLC) networks. The focus is
on the secrecy guaranteed at the physical layer, named physical
layer security (PLS). Although PLS has been deeply investigated
for the wireless case, it is not the same for the PLC environment.
Thus, starting from the knowledge in the wireless context, we
extend the results to typical PLC scenarios. In particular, the PLC
channel statistics is evaluated and a performance comparison
among PLC and wireless channels is performed in terms of
secrecy rate distribution. For the PLC case, the secrecy rate
distribution, under a total power constraint, is evaluated for both
optimal and uniform power distributions in broad band channels.
To provide experimental evidence, we consider channel measures
obtained in a in-home measurement campaign. The underlying
network presents a tree topology, which introduces frequency and
spatial correlation among channels, and suffers of the keyhole
effect, generated by branches that depart from the same node.
As shown by the numerical results, these effects can reduce the
secrecy rate. Finally, we evaluate the secrecy rate region for the
multi-user broadcast channel considering both simulated channel
realizations and experimental channel measures.

Index Terms—power line communications, secrecy rate, sta-
tistical channel modeling, frequency correlation, keyhole, spatial
correlation, multi-carrier modulation, multi-user channel, secrecy
rate region.

I. INTRODUCTION

The communication over the power delivery infrastructure

is known as power line communication (PLC). PLC exploits

the existing power lines to convey high speed data content.

This leads to a considerable saving in costs and time. Also

for this reason PLC has gained increasingly momentum and

popularity in recent times. There are many applications for

PLCs, e.g., extension or deployment of local area networks,

home networking, home automation, remote metering and

applications in the Smart Grid context. Essentially, the PLC

devices can be grouped into two categories, i.e., narrow band

and broad band PLC devices, according to the bit-rate they can

achieve. Typically, broad band PLC devices adopt multi-carrier

modulation in the form of orthogonal frequency division

multiplexing (OFDM) at the physical layer. These devices

have been developed with the aim of offering multimedia

services to domestic or small office environments. A relevant

example of commercial devices is the one compliant with the

HomePlug AV (HPAV) specifications [1]. HPAV has been used

as a baseline for the physical layer specification of the IEEE

P1901 standard [2].
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Fig. 1. Scheme of a generic PLC network topology.

As in wireless cellular communications, PLCs are intrinsi-

cally broadcast, thus the channels are shared between the users

in the network. In this scenario the secrecy plays a crucial

role in order to ensure information confidentiality, since, for

instance, a transmitter wishes to send confidential information

to different users, as Fig. 1 shows. The secrecy can be provided

in two main ways: at the high levels of the ISO/OSI stack

model or at the physical layer. The first method concerns a

cryptographic approach based on algorithms such as the data

encryption standard (DES) or the RSA. Instead, the second

exploits the physical medium, its time/frequency diversity, and

the differences between the users links in order to provide

security. This concept, known as physical layer security (PLS)

[3], can complement and enhance the secrecy provided by

other layers.

Basically, the approaches concerning the PLS are: the

information-theoretic security and the complexity-based se-

curity. The information-theoretic approach [4] assumes the

adversary to have unlimited computational resources, ensuring

that absolutely no information is released to him. Otherwise,

complexity-based cryptography assumes the adversary to have

limitations on how much computation can be performed.

Thus, when an adversary witnesses an encrypted message (the

ciphertext), the necessary computations resources to decode

the original message (the plaintext) render the disclosure

of the information practically unfeasible. The principle un-

derlying the information-theoretic approach to confidential

communications is widely accepted as the strictest notion of

security. Moreover, the optimal power allocation problem with

secrecy constraints, from an information-theoretic viewpoint,

resembles the general resource allocation problem in multi-
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carrier systems [5].

Physical layer security exploits the time/frequency/spatial

diversity offered by the medium to enhance the transmission

security. The highly uncorrelated channel assumption holds in

wireless networks, but it is no longer valid when PLC networks

are considered. Indeed, PLC networks have a tree topology

where part of the wires are shared among communication

links, see Fig. 1. In this configuration the links share part

of the wires up to a node (pinhole) where branches are

attached, giving rise to what is known as keyhole effect

[6]–[8]. The keyhole effect in cooperative multi-hop PLCs

has been recently studied in [9]. This phenomenon and the

underlying PLC network topology introduce frequency and/or

spatial correlation among the channel responses (mainly due

to cross-talks and coupling effects). Furthermore, the sub-

channel frequency responses (in multi-carrier transmission)

are correlated and affected by fading which does not have

a Rayleigh amplitude distribution, rather it is Log-normal.

Consequently, the achievable performance may differ from that

achieved in wireless channels, which are usually affected by

uncorrelated Rayleigh fading.

Although PLS has been deeply investigated for the wireless

case, it is not the same for the PLC case. The maximum

achievable secrecy rate (secrecy capacity) over a quasi-static

Rayleigh fading channel (wireless case) is analyzed in [10]

and [11]. Furthermore, [12] provides an analytic formulation

of the secrecy rate and derives the optimal power allocation

for multi-carrier, multi-antenna and multiple users scenarios.

However, these studies focus on the wireless scenario, where

the channel statistics is not the same as in PLC networks

and the negative effects of spectral/spatial correlation, due to

the network configuration, are less noticeable. The achievable

rate in PLC networks, without secrecy constraints, for both

experimental and statistical data, is investigated in [13] and

[14]. Instead, a preliminary analysis of the achievable secrecy

rate in narrow band PLC networks is presented in [15].

The purpose of this paper is to address fundamental and

practically relevant questions related to many challenges aris-

ing from secure physical layer communications in PLC scenar-

ios. More specifically, the aim is to investigate PLS in multi-

carrier and multi-user broadcast systems. The effect of the

channel statistics on the achievable secrecy rate is analyzed.

A comparison with the wireless scenario is made and enlight-

ening results are reported by using a statistical PLC channel

model as a tool to infer the effect of certain phenomena, as the

spatial/frequency correlation and the keyhole structure, and to

explain the performance degradation achieved with a set of

measured channels.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

analyzes the wiretap channel under an information-theoretic

viewpoint, defining the secrecy capacity. Then, in Section III

and Section IV the secrecy rate optimization problem is

discussed and solved, deriving the optimal power allocation

for the multi-carrier and multi-user scenarios, respectively.

Section V provides an analysis of numerical results. Herein,

the statistics, frequency and spatial correlation of the channel

measures, as well as the effect of frequency correlation and

keyhole effect on the secrecy rate, are evaluated. Afterwards,
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Fig. 2. General wiretap channel model.

a comparison between the performance of wireless and PLC

channels is made. Moreover, both the optimal and the uni-

form power allocation are considered assuming multi-carrier

transmission. The secrecy region for the multi-user broadcast

channel is discussed. Finally, the conclusions follow.

II. THE WIRETAP CHANNEL

The scheme in Fig. 2 represents a communication system

where a transmitter (Alice) wants to send a private message

to an intended or legitimate receiver (Bob), which should be

kept perfectly secret from the eavesdropper (Eve). Eve listens

and tries to decode the message that Alice sends to Bob. This

system is named wiretap channel [16].

There exist three main types of channel configurations, each

models a different real scenario, which can be incorporated in

a general representing scheme, depicted in Fig. 2. The three

models and their features are listed below.

1) Wyner: this is the simplest model where the channel B

in Fig. 2 is assumed ideal and Eve has access to a degraded (or

noisier) version of the channel outputs that reach the legitimate

receiver (Bob) through the main channel (channel A). Indeed,

Wyner’s wiretap channel [16] is also referred to degraded

wiretap channel and this assumption simplifies the analysis

and the derivation of the secrecy limits [17].

2) Csiszár and Körner [18]: it is a more general model

which considers a broadcast scenario, assuming channel A

as ideal, whereas the main (channel B) and the wiretapper

(channel E) channels as independent from each other. This

model is suitable for the representation of a star structure PLC

topology as well as typical wireless communication networks

where rich scattering is such that the two channels (channel B

and channel E) are affected by statistically independent fading.

3) Keyhole channel: this model (Fig. 2) is the most general

since it includes both the others by assuming channel B

or channel A ideal, as previously discussed. The signal x
is transmitted over the channel A and reaches the receivers

Bob and Eve (via channel B and channel E, respectively)

moving through the branch point κ, named pinhole. We refer to

this system configuration as keyhole channel since channel B

and channel E depart from the same pinhole κ. This model

well represents a tree or bus network configuration structure,

which is very common in PLC. In multiple-input multiple-

output (MIMO) transmission systems the channels affected by

the keyhole effect exhibit a rank-deficiency, which implies a

MIMO channel capacity degradation [6]–[9].
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A. Preliminaries

From an information theoretic viewpoint, Alice’s transmit-

ted signal x and Bob’s and Eve’s received signals y and z,

respectively, are modeled as random variables (see Fig. 2). In

this system Alice sends a secret message SB to Bob or SE

to Eve (denoted generically with S) randomly chosen from

the message set S = {1, . . . ,M}, with M = 2nRS , over n
channels uses, where RS is the secrecy rate in bits per channel

use.

An (M,n)-code consists of an encoder at the transmitter,

which maps the secret message S into a codeword xn, and a

decoding function at the legitimate receiver, which converts the

received codeword yn into the message ŜB . Eve overhears the

output zn. Her residual uncertainty regarding S is generally

expressed by the equivocation rate Re = H(S|zn)/n, where

H(·) denotes the entropy. The secrecy rate RS is said to

be achievable if for any ε > 0, there exists a sequence of

(2nRS , n) codes such that for any n ≥ n(ε), the average

decoding error probability becomes arbitrarily small and the

equivocation rate satisfies Re ≥ RS − ε [12], [19]. Perfect

secrecy requires Re = RS , hence ε = 0. Thus, the secrecy

capacity CS is the maximum secrecy rate RS such that the

rate-equivocation pair (RS , Re = RS) is achievable.

For a general Gaussian wiretap channel (as well as for the

keyhole channel) the secrecy capacity CS is defined as [19]

CS = max
fx∈F

[I(x; y) − I(x; z)]+, (1)

where fx is the probability density function (pdf) of the

channel input x, whereas F is the set of all pdfs at the channel

input, under a power constraint. Instead, [q]+ = max(q, 0),
thus CS is set to zero if Eve has a better channel realization

than Bob. The mutual information terms I(x; y) and I(x; z)
are convex in fx, hence, a lower bound RS for the secrecy

capacity in (1) can be formulated as [12]

CS ≥

[

max
fx∈F

[I(x; y)]− max
fx∈F

[I(x; z)]

]+

= RS . (2)

The lower bound RS is often used for a simplified cal-

culation of achievable secrecy rates since it is known how

to maximize the mutual information terms. Furthermore, the

physical layer security problem turns out to be an optimization

problem that aims to maximize the rate RS between legitimate

users, under a constraint on the maximum information Re

obtainable from unauthorized users.

III. MULTI-CARRIER SYSTEMS

The general system in Fig. 2 can be straightforwardly

extended to a multi-carrier or to a multi-user scenario. In the

following, the multi-carrier scenario is investigated, defining

the system model, the optimization problem formulation and

its optimal solution. Afterwards, we discuss typical PLC

application scenarios in which this optimal solution, deeply

studied in the wireless case, can be applied.

A. System Model

Consider a multi-carrier wiretap channel where Alice wants

to send a confidential message to Bob in a system with N
parallel sub-channels, keeping it secret from the eavesdropper

Eve. This systems is equivalent to the scheme in Fig. 2 used

N times in parallel, which can be mathematically written as

yc = hM,c · xc + nM,c,

zc = hW,c · xc + nW,c,
(3)

where c = 1, . . . , N is the sub-channel index. On each sub-

channel Alice transmits the signal xc, while Bob receives

the signal yc and Eve receives the signal zc. The channels

coefficients are identified by hM,c and hW,c, whereas the noise

variables by nM,c and nW,c, for the main and the eavesdropper

link, respectively.

In reference to Fig. 2, hM,c can be viewed as the product

of the channel gains channel A and channel B, while hW,c

as the product of the gains channel A and channel E. Thus,

this model can describe each one of the three different models

described in Section II. For the sake of simplicity we define

αc = |hM,c|
2

and βc = |hW,c|
2
, (4)

where αc and βc are the channel power gains for the main

and the eavesdropper channel, respectively.

Assumptions: for the rest of the paper, unless otherwise

stated, we make the following assumptions. (i) For each sub-

channel the variables xc, nM,c and nW,c are statistically

independent. (ii) The noise variables nM,c and nW,c are

circular symmetric i.i.d. complex Gaussian with zero mean and

variance σ2. (iii) The power at the transmitter is constrained

to
∑N

c=1|xc|
2
≤ PT , where PT is the total available power.

Furthermore, we assume that Bob and Eve perfectly know their

individual channel realization and that Alice has a full channel

state information (CSI) knowledge. Thus, Alice has access

to the channel gains of both the legitimate receiver (Bob)

and the eavesdropper (Eve). The CSI knowledge is gained

via the insertion of training symbols in the transmitted signal

which enables the receiver to evaluate the channel attenuation

(or gain). Hence, the channel information is sent back to the

transmitter. This resembles the situation where Eve is not an

hostile node, but simply another user of the network, which

is not the intended user.

B. Optimization Problem Formulation

In the system model described in Section III-A, the secrecy

rate can be computed according to (2) as [19]

RS(PA) = B
N
∑

c=1

[

log2

(

1 +
αcPA,c

σ2

)

− log2

(

1 +
βcPA,c

σ2

)]+

,

(5)

where B is the sub-channel bandwidth, whereas PA,c is

the power allocated by Alice on sub-channel c. The pow-

ers on each sub-channel are written in a vector PA =
[PA,1, . . . , PA,N ] which denotes the power allocation strategy

adopted at the transmitter for a given channel realization. It
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can be noted that for arbitrarily large powers PA, the secrecy

rate is upper bounded by
∑N

c=1 [log2(αc/βc)]
+

, which can be

small if the channel does not provide enough diversity.

The secrecy rate optimization problem for the multi-carrier

system under a total power constraint is given by

max
PA

RS(PA) subject to







N
∑

c=1
PA,c ≤ PT ,

PA,c ≥ 0.

(6)

This is a non-convex optimization problem with objective

function RS . It is shown in [20] that the optimal power

allocation that solves (6) is to allocate zero power on the sub-

channels where the main channel is worse than the wiretapper

(i.e. αc ≤ βc). The resulting problem is convex, hence it can be

easily solved via the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions

[21]. Consequently, the optimal power allocation that solves

(6) is given by

PA,c =



































0 if αc ≤ βc,

[

√

(

σ2(αc−βc)
2αcβc

)2

+ 1
λ ln 2

σ2(αc−βc)
αcβc

−σ2(αc+βc)
2αcβc

]+

otherwise.

(7)

The parameter λ > 0 is chosen to satisfy the power constraint
∑N

c=1 PA,c ≤ PT . In contrast to a generic optimization

problem (without secrecy constraints), the solution in (7) is

not the water filling solution.

C. PLC Application Scenarios

The computation of the secrecy rate formulated in (7)

applies to a given channel realization. Thus, this result can

be applied to any communication system and in particular

to the PLC scenario. It is however of interest to investigate

performance considering a wide set of channels and therefore

to carry out a statistical analysis of the secrecy rate. In a

real PLC scenario, the solution in (7) can be averaged among

the channel realizations providing the average secrecy rate,

or more in general, the cumulative distribution function. In

particular, this analysis is representative of three possible PLC

scenarios: (i) a scenario where we consider a given triplet of

nodes X (Alice), Y (Bob) and Z (Eve) and the channels X–Y
and X–Z are broad band time variant (for instance because

of a change in the loads); (ii) a scenario where we consider a

given intended transmission link, i.e., a given pair (X , Y ), and

the eavesdropper Z changes with time; (iii) a scenario where

we want to compute the average secrecy rate with an average

power constraint over the ensemble of possible triplets (X , Y ,

Z) in a certain network.

IV. MULTI-USER BROADCAST SYSTEMS

The results provided in Section III can be extended to

the multi-user down-link case. In particular, in the broadcast

channel that we consider, Alice wants to send K confidential

messages to K receivers (users). The underlying PLC network

can be represented as in Fig. 1. The basic network structure

consists of a tree structure of star networks. Indeed, in Fig. 1

the arrows identify the communication links from the trans-

mitter to the receiver through the different nodes. Whereas,

the dashed circles highlight each of the star structure subnets,

each one in cascade with another. Such a topology can be

found in in-home PLC scenarios [22].

In the following, we consider a two users (receivers) system

as depicted in Fig. 2. In detail, Alice encodes the secret

messages to Bob (SB) and Eve (SE) in a single transmitted

signal x. Bob and Eve receive the signals, y and z respectively,

and they are able to decode only their intended message. The

dashed arrows represent the possible presence of additional

links in the considered network.

Assuming a multi-carrier system with N parallel sub-

channels, the system model is equivalent to the model in (3),

but in this case Bob and Eve can eavesdrop each other. All the

assumptions listed in Section III-A still hold, but the constraint

on the transmitted power translates into

N
∑

c=1

(PB,c + PE,c) ≤ PT , (8)

where PB,c and PE,c are the powers allocated by Alice

for transmission to Bob and Eve on the c-th sub-channel,

respectively. Furthermore, in reference to Fig. 2, hM,c can

be viewed as the product of the channel gains channel A and

channel B, while hW,c as the product of the gains channel A

and channel E.

A. Optimization Problem Formulation

In the system configuration above, the achievable secrecy

rates for the transmission to Bob and Eve are the sum of the

secrecy rates over all sub-channels, given by

RS,B(PB,PE) = B

N
∑

c=1

[

log2

(

1 +
αcPB,c

σ2 + αcPE,c

)

− log2

(

1 +
βcPB,c

σ2

)]+

and

RS,E(PB,PE) = B

N
∑

c=1

[

log2

(

1 +
βcPE,c

σ2 + βcPB,c

)

− log2

(

1 +
αcPE,c

σ2

)]+

.

(9)

This is a worst case assumption (in terms of secrecy) since

we assume that the wiretapper (Eve or Bob, respectively)

performs successive interference cancellation (SIC) [12]. Thus,

the hostile user detects his own data, afterwards he subtracts

it from the received signal and tries to decode the message for

the intended user.

In this case, our goal is to maximize the sum of the

individual secrecy rates, named sum secrecy rate, which is

given by

Rsum
S (PB,PE) = RS,B(PB,PE) +RS,E(PB,PE), (10)

where RS,B and RS,E are the secrecy rates from Alice to

Bob and from Alice to Eve, respectively. The power allocation
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over the sub-channels for Bob and Eve are collected in the

vectors PB = [PB,1, . . . , PB,N ] and PE = [PE,1, . . . , PE,N ],
respectively. Since in this case there is more than one user,

the secrecy rate becomes a secrecy rate region.

The corresponding optimization problem is given by

max
PB,PE

Rsum
S (PB,PE) subject to



















N
∑

c=1
(PB,c + PE,c) ≤ PT ,

PB,c ≥ 0,

PE,c ≥ 0.
(11)

It was shown in [20] that the optimal solution is to support

only the best user per sub-channel. Thus, the power allocation

per sub-channel PA,c = PB,c + PE,c becomes

PA,c =

{

PB,c if αc > βc,

PE,c if αc < βc.
(12)

The case αc = βc is neglected since we assume a continuous

distribution for the channel gain coefficients (in fading sce-

narios), thus Pr(αc = βc) = 0. The optimal power allocation

which solves the optimization problem in (11) can be derived

from the formulation in (7) by replacing (αc − βc) with

(max(αc, βc)−min(αc, βc)).
The optimization problem in (11) can be extended to the

optimization of the weighted sum secrecy rate [23] defined as

Rwgh
S (PB,PE, η) = ηRS,B(PB,PE)+(1−η)RS,E(PB,PE),

(13)

where the variable 0 ≤ η ≤ 1 can guarantee a certain quality

of service (QoS) to the users. The optimal power allocation

for this optimization problem is as follows

PA,c =



























































[

√

(

σ2(αc−βc)
2αcβc

)2

+ η
λ ln 2

σ2(αc−βc)
αcβc

−σ2(αc+βc)
2αcβc

]+

if αc > βc,

[

√

(

σ2(βc−αc)
2αcβc

)2

+ 1−η
λ ln 2

σ2(βc−αc)
αcβc

−σ2(αc+βc)
2αcβc

]+

if αc < βc.

(14)

It can be noted that the optimal power allocation is basically

the same computed in (7), but it is assigned to a user or another

depending on the channel realizations at sub-channel c and on

the QoS parameter η.

V. SECRECY RATE IN PLC CHANNELS

The aim of this section is to evaluate the performance in

terms of achievable secrecy rate in single-user and multi-user

PLC scenarios, and compare it with the wireless scenario. The

purpose is to identify the physical phenomena that affect real

PLC networks. As pointed out in Section II-3, PLC networks

have a tree topology where part of the wires are shared among

communication links. This introduces frequency and spatial

correlation among the channel responses. Furthermore, the

sub-channel frequency responses (in multi-carrier transmis-

sion) are affected by fading which does not have a Rayleigh

amplitude distribution, rather it is Log-normal. Consequently,

the achievable secrecy rate may differ from that achieved in

wireless channels, which are usually affected by uncorrelated

Rayleigh fading. The impact of these effects is evaluated

providing a channel model which enables the generation of

channel responses that are statistically equivalent to measured

channels. To this end, we take into account the experimental

channel measures carried out in the measurement campaign

presented in [22].

System Assumptions: in this section, we consider a total

of 1300 channel realizations acquired with an experimental

measurement campaign in a number of houses. More details

can be found in [22]. The considered frequency range is 2–

28 MHz, which is compliant with the HomePlug AV stan-

dard specifications [1]. Multi-carrier transmission is assumed

and, unless otherwise stated, the following assumptions hold:

(i) multicarrier transmission with optimal power allocation un-

der a total power constraint; (ii) additive white Gaussian noise

(AWGN) and average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) equal to 80

dB in the absence of attenuation introduced by the channel.

It should be noted that typical PLC systems transmit with a

uniform power spectral density (PSD) of −50 dBm/Hz and

a noise PSD of −130 dBm/Hz. This yields an average SNR

equal 80 dB. Moreover, PLC networks are often subjected to

a composition of Gaussian and impulsive noise. Nevertheless,

only AWGN is assumed in our analysis, as often done in

PLC work, since we are interested in evaluating the effects

introduced by the channel response only.

Firstly, the experimental channel features, such as statis-

tics, frequency and spatial correlation are evaluated. Then, a

comparison in terms of secrecy rate is done, assuming differ-

ent channel distributions with and without frequency/spatial

correlation. The gains provided by optimal power allocation

w.r.t. uniform power allocation are also discussed. Finally, the

secrecy rate region in multi-user PLC systems is investigated.

A. Statistical Analysis and Correlation Evaluation

Herein, we study the statistics of the channel frequency

response. The measured channel gain statistics is assessed by

comparing it with the major known distributions. In order

to find the best fitting, the comparison is made in terms of

likelihood function [24]. Moreover, the frequency and the

spatial correlation among the channel measures is evaluated.

1) Statistics: the statistical analysis is performed by fitting

the distribution of the absolute square value of the channel

frequency response in linear scale (i.e. of the gains αc,

βc). We fit the distribution of the measured gains with the

well known distributions: Exponential, Gamma, Log-normal,

Normal, Rayleigh, Weibull and Log-logistic. Basically, for

each distribution, we find the maximum likelihood estimates of

the parameters that enable for the best fitting of the measured

channel gains. We compute the likelihood function as follows

[24]

Λ(θ) =
∏

x∈X

f(θ|x), (15)

where x ∈ X is the set of measured samples, f(·) is the

probability density function (pdf), while θ represents the
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Fig. 3. Log-likelihood value of the best fittings for the distribution of the
measured amplitudes.

parameters (mean and variance) of the fitting distribution.

The higher the likelihood function, the better the parameters

fit the measured distribution. The analysis is performed as

a function of frequency. Fig. 3 shows the values of the

logarithmic version of (15). We note that the Log-normal

distribution provides the highest likelihood value in the entire

frequency range. Therefore, we can confirm the conclusion in

[22], i.e., the gain (in linear scale) of the measured data is

log-normally distributed with good approximation. The Log-

logistic distribution performs similarly to the Log-normal one.

Furthermore, the Gamma and Weibull distribution are close

as well. The reason is that these distributions exhibit similar

shapes and the main differences are limited to the tails.

2) Frequency correlation: in reference to the frequency

correlation, we evaluate the normalized co-variance matrix

Rgg containing the pairwise co-variance coefficient between

each pair of sub-channels (frequencies), as follows

Rgg(i, j) =
Cgg(i, j)

√

Cgg(i, i)Cgg(j, j)
, (16)

where i, j are the sub-channel indexes and Cgg is the

covariance matrix with elements given by

Cgg(i, j) = E[(g(i)− µi)(g(j)− µj)]. (17)

The operator E[·] denotes the expectation, g(i), g(j) are the

channel gains and µi, µj their mean (µ = E[g]), at the i-
th and j-th frequency, respectively. The average is performed

using the channel measures (realizations). In particular, we

evaluate the correlation matrix of the logarithmic version

of the channel gains which are with good approximation

normally distributed. This allows us to easily generate a set of

correlated Log-normal random variables from the generation

of a set of independent normal variables. The co-variance

matrix for the channel measures in dB is depicted in Fig. 4.

The figure shows how certain sub-channel frequencies are

more correlated with all the others, such as those at 3, 8 MHz

(horizontal and vertical white lines). Moreover, we can see a

higher degree of correlation in the upper right regions, that is,

at high frequencies. This is due to the crosstalk phenomena

Fig. 4. Representation of the frequency correlation matrix among sub-
channels of the experimental channels in dB scale.

between wires, which becomes increasingly prominent at high

frequencies.

3) Spatial correlation: finally, we discuss the spatial corre-

lation among the measured channels. To this end, we choose

the channel measures assigning them to the main and to

the wiretapper channel so that each channel pair has the

same transmitting node (plug). Then, the correlation coefficient

among these two channels in the frequency range 2–28 MHz

is evaluated for each sub-channel, according to (16). Although

not shown, we have observed how the channels are more cor-

related at certain frequencies, compared to other frequencies

where they are practically uncorrelated.

B. Channel Effects on the Secrecy Rate Distribution

In this section, we investigate the effect of the channel

statistics on secrecy rate. In particular, we compare the secrecy

rate achieved in the measured channels with that achieved

when the channels are generated according to a Log-normal

distribution under different assumptions, listed in the follow-

ing. (a) Independent channels: the channels from Alice to

Bob and to Eve are independently generated. (b) Keyhole

effect: the channels are obtained by the product of Log-normal

channel realizations. That is, we generate three different Log-

normal channel realizations associated to the channels from

Alice to the pinhole κ (channel A), from the pinhole to Bob

(channel B) and from the pinhole to Eve (channel E), see

Fig. 2. The processes are generated so that the cascade of the

channels (Alice−κ =⇒ κ−Bob and Alice−κ =⇒ κ−Eve),

have the same statistical parameters of the measured channels.

(c) Spatial correlation: the channels from Alice to Bob and

to Eve are generated according to the measured correlation

coefficient defined in Section V-A3. These channels do not

exhibit frequency correlation. (d) Frequency correlation: the

channels exhibit frequency correlation according to the mea-

sured links (see Section V-A2), but are spatially uncorrelated.

(e) Keyhole effect and frequency correlation: the channels

affected by the keyhole effect are generated starting from

Log-normal frequency correlated channels. (f) Spatially and

frequency correlation: we add to the channels realizations the
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the experimental channels and different types
of numerically generated channels, in terms of secrecy rate distribution.

correlation among frequencies and between the main and the

wiretapper channels, which is what usually happens in real

PLC networks.

The results of the comparison are shown in Fig. 5 in terms

of complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF).

The figure shows that there is a high discrepancy between

the measured channels and the independent log-normally dis-

tributed channels, both in terms of CCDF trend and average

secrecy rate. When the channels are keyhole affected (case (b))

or spatially correlated (case (c)) achieve similar performance

in terms of secrecy rate distribution, although still far in terms

of CCDF trend and average secrecy rate from the measured

ones. When frequency correlation is considered (case (d)) the

CCDF trend becomes more similar to the experimental one.

Good matching is found when both the keyhole and frequency

correlation (case (e)) or frequency and spatial correlation (case

(f)) are considered. Therefore, we can conclude that the model

with spatial correlation and the keyhole model can be used to

represent the same physical phenomena.

Interestingly, although not shown due to figures restrictions,

it has been found that the secrecy rate CCDF of the experimen-

tal channels depicted in Fig. 5 is well fitted by an exponential

function given by CCDF = e−δR, where the average secrecy

rate satisfies E[R] = 1/δ, with δ = 0.0252 (Mb/s)−1.

C. Wireless versus PLC

In this section, we investigate whether Rayleigh fading

channels and Log-normal channels provide different secrecy

rate. Wireless links typically exhibit Rayleigh fading and are

often independently faded. As shown in Section III, the PLC

channels are actually Log-normally distributed and exhibit

spatial and frequency correlation.

We consider two different types of wiretap channel. First

a Rayleigh fading channel, where hM,c and hW,c are zero

mean proper complex Gaussian random variables. Hence, the

gains |hM,c|
2

and |hW,c|
2

are exponentially distributed. Then,

we consider a Log-normal fading channel where the channel

gains (αc and βc) have a Log-normal distribution. In order

to perform a fair comparison, we choose the parameters so
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Fig. 6. Comparison between Exponential, Log-normal and frequency and
spatially correlated channels having the same statistics, in terms of secrecy
rate distribution in multi-carrier systems.

that the Log-normal channel gains show the same parameters

(mean and variance) of the Exponential channel gains.

Fig. 6 shows the comparison between the secrecy rate CCDF

in [Mb/s] for the wireless (Exponential) and the PLC (Log-

normal) channels. The SNR is set equal to 80 dB. The channel

gains for both scenarios (wireless and PLC) are generated

as independent random variables with the same statistics.

Fig. 6 shows that PLC channels (Log-normal) always achieve

a lower secrecy rates than wireless channels (Exponential). If,

in addition, we take into account spatial and frequency channel

correlation, which typically affect PLC networks (as discussed

in Section V-B), the secrecy rate diminishes further.

D. Optimal and Uniform Power Allocation

Herein we discuss the secrecy rate achieved in multi-carrier

broad band PLC channels comparing uniform and optimal

power allocation strategies. Uniform power allocation involves

the allocation of the same power across the used sub-channels,

i.e., where the main channel gain is greater than the wiretapper

gain (αc > βc). Uniform power allocation is what is done,

for instance, in the HPAV specifications. In order to make

a fair comparison, the total power constraint for the optimal

power allocation, evaluated according to (7), equals the sum

of the PSD values over the used sub-channels (−50 dBm/Hz

for HPAV).

A comparison between optimal and uniform power alloca-

tion strategies, in terms of secrecy rate CCDF and for a SNR=0

dB, is depicted in Fig. 7(a). We can observe an upwards shift

for the secrecy rate CCDF with optimal power allocation w.r.t.

uniform power allocation. On the contrary, when the SNR=80

dB as in Fig. 7(b), optimal and uniform power allocations are

almost equal in terms of secrecy rate distribution. This is due to

the fact that the SNR is so large that the differences among the

channel gains are negligible compared to the available power

per sub-channel. It follows, that optimal power allocation can

provide gains in bad channel environments.
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Fig. 7. Comparison between optimal and uniform power allocation in terms
of secrecy rate distribution at a SNR equal to 0 dB (a) and to 80 dB (b).
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Fig. 8. Secrecy rate region (a) and average secrecy rate under a QoS con-
straint (b) for the two users multi-carrier broadcast channel for experimental
and independent channels. The secrecy rate region for channels affected by
spatial and frequency correlation is also shown in (a).

E. Multi-user Systems

In this section, we consider the two users system described

in Section IV. The effects of frequency and spatial correlation

on the secrecy rate region, obtained with an exhaustive search,

and on the average secrecy rate under a QoS constraint, are

depicted in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b), respectively. Optimal

power allocation, under a total power constraint (defined in

Section V-System Assumptions), and SNR=80 dB are con-

sidered. The curves delimit the achievable region obtained

by interconnecting the outermost secrecy rate points, jointly

achieved by the pair of links from Alice to Bob and from

Alice to Eve, evaluated as discussed in Section IV-A. These

lines represent an upper bound for the secrecy rate region.

When independent and log-normally distributed channels

are assumed, the uncorrelated nature of the channels (from

Alice to Bob and from Alice to Eve) is such that the rates are

almost equal between the two links. Thus, the upper bound has

a convex trend (curve with cross markers). Instead, the secrecy

rate region for the experimental channels (curve with circles),

as well as for the channels affected by correlation (curve with

stars), is confined along the axes, with many rate pairs in the

middle low rate region (among the axes). This gives to the

region bound a concave (hyperbolic) trend. This is due to the

detrimental effects of the frequency and spatial correlation. In

fact, there is a good match between these two secrecy region

bounds (curves with circles and stars). The correlation implies

that the channels of Bob and Eve have nearly the same gain,

thus a small secrecy rate is achieved. A high secrecy rate is

achieved only when the channels are highly unbalanced, this

is the reason for which the large rate values are concentrated

along the axes. The few points exceeding the independent

channels region bound (crosses) are due to the tails of the

secrecy rate CCDF (beyond 70 Mb/s), depicted in Fig. 5.

The average secrecy rate pair (averaged over channel real-

izations) under a QoS constraint (for 0 ≤ η ≤ 1), discussed in

Section IV-A, is depicted in Fig. 8(b). As expected the inde-

pendent channels outperform the experimental ones (affected

by frequency and spatial correlation). Such a high SNR (80

dB) involves the rate pairs to lay on a rectangle, due to the

secrecy rate upper bound (see Section III-B). Instead, although

not shown, low SNRs lead to rate pairs laying on a convex

curved line.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed physical layer security in PLC networks.

The secrecy rate heavily depends on the channel statistics. The

statistical analysis of a set of measured channels acquired with

a in-home measurement campaign, has highlighted that the

PLC channel frequency response (gain at a certain frequency)

is not Rayleigh distributed, rather it is better fitted by a

Log-normal distribution. Furthermore, the channels exhibit

frequency and spatial correlation. This is due to the fact that

the network topology has a tree structure, where the signals

to different users share portions of the wires (similarly to the

keyhole effect in wireless) and suffer of mutual coupling and

cross-talks.

A comparison between Rayleigh (wireless) and Log-normal

(PLC) channels has shown that the average secrecy rate (under

AWGN and with a total power constraint) for PLCs is lower

than that attainable in wireless networks. Furthermore, the

spatial and frequency correlation can reduce the secrecy rate

further. Moreover, we have compared optimal and uniform

power allocation in multi-carrier transmission systems, under

a total power constraint. The results suggest that optimal power

allocation can lead to a performance improvement in low SNR

scenarios.

Finally, the secrecy rate region, when considering a multi-

user broadcast channel, has been studied. Simulation results

have shown that the secrecy rate region bound has a shape

that completely changes if independent channels (convex

trend) or correlated channels (concave trend), according to

the experimental measures, are considered. The hyperbolic

trend degenerates into two straight lines, corresponding to

the axes, when strongly correlated channels and low SNRs

are experienced. This shows, that in some situations the PLC

channels can be detrimental in terms of achievable secrecy

rate.
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Future work may broaden the analysis by taking into

account the composition of Gaussian and impulsive noise,

which typically affects PLC networks.
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